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Abstract13

One of the major global environmental challenges is the overuse of nutrients and related14
eutrophication problems. Specifically in Finland, the roach fish population is rapidly increasing in15
eutrophic water systems. Currently roach fish does not have economic value, and it is mainly16
composted despite the fact that it could provide a direct protein source for human needs. This paper17
assumes that new business could be established by removing roach fish from eutrophic water systems18
and using them as a protein source for human consumption. Removing roach fish directly removes19
nutrients and indirectly impacts the vicious cycle of eutrophication. This paper assesses different20
environmental sustainability perspectives of roach fish removal and utilization. It also aims to present21
different environmental impacts on the planetary boundary framework. The research is carried out22
using life cycle assessment methodology.23

24
Based on the results, the use of roach fish as a protein source would help in returning to a safe25
operational zone in biochemical flows. Phosphorous removal with roach fish is 5.8 (1.9-10.3) g kg-126
while nitrogen removal is 28.4 (26.4-30.4) g kg-1. However, the production has also climate change27
impacts which are 2.9-5.2 kgCO2eq kg-1 roach protein. Nevertheless, the climate change impacts are28
12-57 times lower than positive impacts on eutrophication.29

Different environmental impacts are assessed regarding whether or not they help to avoid crossing30
planetary boundaries. Roach fish should be marketed especially for green consumers, and creating31
new markets for roach fish could also help in eutrophic lake restoration projects. Additionally, new32
business could be created from nutrient offsetting by roach fish removal.33

Roach removal from eutrophic water systems and use as food helps in returning to a safe operational34
zone  in  biochemical  flows  and  the  positive  impacts  are  far  greater  than  the  negative  impacts  on35
climate change from fishing and fish processing.36

Key words: fish, life cycle assessment, carbon footprint, environmental impact, nutrient offsetting,37
eutrophication38

39
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1. Introduction2
3

Since the Anthropocene era, human economic and development activities have led to the crossing of4
various boundaries of ecological systems and services and surpassing of the limits of safe operation5
(Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). Rockström (2009) has highlighted that agriculture and6
food production have significantly escalated many of these problems. The problems may increase in7
the future due to a growing global demand for food and shift towards more protein intensive nutrition8
(Nelleman et al., 2009).9

Biochemical flows of nitrogen and phosphorous are exceeding the safe operational zone due to the10
use of fossil energy based nitrogen and mineral phosphorous fertilizers in intensive agriculture11
(Steffen et al., 2015). The run-off of fertilizers in the water systems leads to eutrophication.12
Eutrophication impacts entire aquatic ecological entities and their dynamics. One of the most notable13
effect  of  eutrophication  is  algal  bloom,  but  there  are  also  many  other  impacts  on  entire  water14
ecosystems (Friedl, 2017). In Finland, eutrophication in lakes and in the Baltic Sea is one of the reasons15
for biodiversity loss. According to Kontula and Raunio (2013), approximately half of the marine, coastal16
and inland water biotopes in Finland have been endangered due in full or in part to eutrophication.17
Additionally, the number of endangered birds in Finland is increasing because of eutrophication18
(Tiainen et al., 2015).19

In eutrophic water systems, some fish species, such as the common roach (Rutilus rutilus), grow very20
rapidly because they find the eutrophic conditions of the water very favorable for their food and21
reproduction (Niinimäki and Niinimäki, 2008). Roach fish feed voraciously on algae and zooplanktons22
(Mäkinen, 2008). Zooplanktons, in turn, feed on phytoplanktons. Thus, the reduction of zooplanktons23
leads to the growth of the phytoplankton population particularly at the bottom of the water system24
(Ruuhijärvi, 2014; Furman et al., 2014). This reduces visibility in the water and increases the25
phytoplankton biomass at the bottom of the water system. Reduced visibility leads to a lack of sunlight26
in deeper water layers and makes catching more difficult for predatory fish. The increased biomass in27
water systems slowly degrades, consuming oxygen. The lack of oxygen leads to the release of P from28
sediments, thus intensifying the eutrophication (Reed et al., 2011; Furman et al., 2014). Roach fish29
also dig bottom sediments in search for nutrition, which may release phosphorous.30

Because of their low economic value, roach fish are typically discarded, composted, or used as feed31
for fur animals despite the fact that they could be used as a protein source also for human needs.32
There are no clear reasons why roach fish are not currently valued as food even though they have33
been an important source of protein in the past (Haggren et al.,  2015).  Roach  fishing  is  not34
economically viable if there is no price for the fish meat. Therefore, roach removal processes from35
water systems require economic support from society. From an economic perspective, the remote36
location of water systems compared to fish processing facilities poses another challenge. In addition,37
roach fish are usually removed within a short period of time in certain water systems, and therefore,38
the locations of roach fish biomass change constantly.39

Since sustainability agendas have defined and required new approaches to manage and keep the40
integrity of our ecological resources and to obtain more value-added products, the roach fish is an41
interesting case. It can be assumed that roach fish removal improves sustainability in some of the42
planetary boundary (PB) categories, but there are most likely also negative sustainability impacts in43
using roach fish as food.44
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Thus, assessing the environmental impacts and sustainability of removing roach fish from eutrophic1
water systems and using them as food are ways to address burden shifting and possible negative2
environmental impacts. Related to this, Thrane (2006) has conducted a life cycle assessment (LCA) to3
determine the environmental sustainability of Danish flatfish production. According to his results,4
fishing and especially fuel consumption has the highest impact on the environment out of the different5
process stages. Svanes et al. (2011) have compared allocation methods for fishing side flows wherein6
they found out that the allocation method selection plays an important role in the results. According7
to Thrane et al. (2009A), the fish industry has been able to reduce its environmental burden in the8
recent past. Thrane et al. (2009B) have shown that the eco-labelling of fish does not include stages9
after landing and they have suggested that such stages should be included in future development.10
They further propose that research should focus not just on climate change impacts but also on other11
environmental impacts.12

LCA is an applicable approach to study the environmental sustainability and impacts of a given13
product. However, on a global scale it is important to understand how a certain product is or is not14
helping humankind to return to a safe operational zone from the PB perspective. However, there are15
challenges in combining LCA results and PB frameworks. Previous attempts and suggestions to16
combine the LCA and PB frameworks have mostly taken a top-down approach. Sundin et al. (2015)17
have studied and suggested combining a PB framework and LCA by dividing environmental impact18
reduction targets for different market sectors and products. Ryberg et al. (2016) have brought up the19
challenges in implementing a PB-based LCA assessment methodology. According to their research, it20
is especially challenging to model and include earth system processes as impact categories in LCA.21
Their conclusion is that PB-based LCA impacts assessment would be highly relevant for the22
environmental sustainability performance assessment of products and systems. Sala et al. (2014) have23
demonstrated a person-equivalent of a safe operating space, for example, at the national level. Their24
suggestion is to compare LCA impacts as person-equivalents between different countries globally.25
Wolf et al. 2017 have made the first attempt to combine LCA and PB frameworks for food companies.26
They used absolute environmental sustainability assessment (AESA) methods in which the general27
principle is to compare the environmental footprint of a company with its assigned share of the28
environmental  budget  (Wolf  et  al.  2017).   Clift  et  al.  (2017)  have  recognized  a  need  to  develop  a29
practical tool to enable the use of a PB framework for business and public policy. They also demand30
the allocation of a safe operating space between companies and different sectors. Bjørn et al. (2015)31
have suggested that to support development within planetary boundaries, a stronger link would be32
needed between LCA and absolute sustainability indicators. These indicators should include the33
carrying capacity of the Earth’s systems. Bjørn et al. (2016) have demonstrated that it is possible to34
modify LCA indicators from relative nature to absolute indicators of environmental sustainability. The35
main challenge of this process is related to uncertainties. Chandrakumar and McLaren (2018) have36
compared LCA and PB related environmental sustainability indicators. They found out that the37
following categories are represented in both approaches: water scarcity, climate related hazards,38
eutrophication, land-system change, air pollutants and toxic effects, acidification, and ozone39
depletion. Dong and Hauschild (2017) have conducted a similar comparison, according to which also40
change in the biosphere integrity/biodiversity was represented in both PB and LCA indicators.41

42

We argue that a simple method is required to present the LCA environmental impacts in the PB43
framework to support decision-making on the environmental sustainability of products or systems.44
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the environmental sustainability impacts of roach fish removal45
from eutrophic water systems and use the fish as a protein source. The aim is also to present LCA46
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based environmental sustainability impacts in a PB framework to show how roach fish use would help1
to return towards a safe operational zone. The magnitudes of different impacts are compared to each2
other using normalization. This is the first attempt to present food production LCA impacts using a PB3
framework.4

5

2. Materials and methods6
This paper assesses the environmental impacts of roach use as food using LCA methodology. The7
results  of  the  LCA  are  presented  in  a  PB  framework  to  show  whether  the  impacts  are  positive  or8
negative from a PB safe operating zone perspective and compare the magnitudes of different impacts9
to each other.10

11
Steffen et al. (2015) have presented an updated version of the PB framework (Rockström et al., 2009)12
and safe operating space for human societies. The framework identifies nine main categories of the13
Earth’s system boundaries that are critical to the stability of our planet. According to their paper,14
humans have already crossed the safe boundaries of climate change, biochemical flows (N and P), land15
system change and biosphere integrity (biodiversity). Therefore, this paper focuses on these four16
areas. However, impacts on biosphere integrity (biodiversity) are only discussed but not assessed17
using LCA due to a lack of exact measured data. Roach fishing and use may also have other impacts18
that are not included in this study, such as aerosol emission from energy related processes, ozone19
layer depletion impacts from cooling devices, and fresh water use from washing processes.20

21
22

2.1 Life cycle assessment23
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a widely employed method for assessing environmental impacts related24
to a product or a process. The LCA model for assessing the environmental impacts of roach fish25
production was designed with the GaBi 7.0 software and professional database. The ISO 14040 and26
ISO 14044 standards were applied as guidelines for the LCA model.27

The roach fish production process was streamlined based on the main process steps: fishing,28
processing, transportation and side flow utilization. The main product of the process is roach fillet,29
and side flows include e.g. skin, organs and bones. From a methodological perspective, there are a30
few options for side flow handling in LCA. Because side flows do not have economic value and the31
main process does not aim to produce side flows, an allocation of environmental impacts between32
fish  meat  and  side  flows  cannot  be  carried  out  according  to  ISO  standards.  There  are  two  main33
scenarios for side flow handling related to roach production:34

1) Side flows are composted in an aerobic process, and the final compost is used for landscaping35
e.g. in a landfill.36

2) Side flows are digested in an anaerobic process and the produced biogas is used in energy37
production and digestate (containing N and P) in fertilizing.38

The  first  scenario  represents  the  worst  case  in  which  compost  product  is  not  really  used  as  food39
production fertilizer due to pathogen risks. This is a possible case e.g. is compost also uses waste water40
treatment plant sludge. The second scenario is a more desirable case.41

To assess the real environmental impacts of side flow use, a system expansion method is utilized based42
on  the  instructions  of  ISO/TR  14049.  Figure  1  presents  the  life  cycle  of  roach  production,  system43
boundaries and system expansion scenarios.44
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1

Figure 1. System boundaries and mass and energy flows in system expansion method for roach side2
flow utilization in the two scenarios.3

4

The functional unit of this study is 1 kg of roach fish meat. However, the results are also presented for5
1 kg of roach fish protein to make comparison to other studies easier. The following sections present6
the initial data used in the calculations. The variation in the initial data is presented in parentheses7
after the basic assumptions. This variation is used in a sensitivity analysis. The aim of the sensitivity8
analysis is to present the minimum and maximum values for results based on variation in the initial9
data. There are various applicable methods for environmental impact assessment. In this research10
environmental impacts are assessed using ILCD and CML approaches in the GaBi software. ILCD11
methods gives recommended characterization factors for the European context. CML on the other12
hand is widely used method, which includes eutrophication category. There is difference in13
eutrophication characterization factors between ILCD and CML methods and therefore eutrophication14
impacts are calculated using these two methods to show impact of methodology selection.15

Data collection for this study was done using literature. We did go through scientific international16
literature related to fish LCAs as well as national literate especially related to roach fish fishing and17
processing. For environmental impact assessment GaBi database data was utilized to support the18
calculation model. The following chapters explain in detail data selections.19

Roach fish is typically harvested with a trawl or seine. Use of a seine consumes less energy than other20
fishing  options  because  it  can  be  operated  by  using  only  a  single  boat  at  a  close  range  from  the21
shoreline. According to Helenius (2010) and Schau (2009), diesel consumption in purse seining is22
approximately 0.10 (0.08-0.12) l kg-1 raw fish. Seining can be seen as the most potential fishing method23
especially in lakes. Fishing in the Baltic Sea, on the other hand, may consume more energy. Diesel24
combustion is assumed to lead to 87.6 gCO2eq MJ-1 emissions (Biograce).25

Fish processing (sorting and cleaning) consumes approximately 0.044 (0.040-0.050) kWh kg-126
electricity (Silvenius and Grönroos, 2003). The freezing processes require electricity. In small freezers,27
the electricity consumption is approximately 0.12 (0.08) kWh kg-1 (Tan and Culaba, 2009). Much lower28
electricity consumption can be achieved in larger processing plants (Tan and Culaba, 2009). However,29
with low value fish such as roach, it is likely that the processing plant is rather small. The meat content30
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of roach fish is 50 (40-60) % (Setälä, 2011). It is assumed that a fish processing plant is at a close range1
to a fishing port and that cleaned fish is transported within a 100 (5-300) km distance to consumers.2
The following GaBi professional database processes are used in the modeling:3

- For electricity production: “Average electricity production in Finland”4
- For diesel production: “EU-27 diesel mix at refilling station”5
- For transportation: “EURO 4 truck with 12.4 t payload”6
- For phosphorus fertilizer production “Global rock phosphate mix with 32,4% P content”7
- For nitrogen fertilizer production “German Liquid ammonia mix for agriculture with 82% N8

content”9
- For natural gas production and use: “Process steam from natural gas in Finland”10

11

There is relatively high variation in P and N contents in roach fish. Table 1 presents the P and N mass12
fractions in roach fish from literature. Average values are used in the calculations, but also the13
variation of values is included in the sensitivity analysis.14

Table 1. Phosphorous and nitrogen mass fractions in roach fish based on literature15

Phosphorus (P)
g kg-1

Nitrogen (N)
g kg-1

Reference

8.1 26.4 Schrechenbach et al. 2001
10.3 30.4 Schrechenbach et al. 2001
7 Ruuhijärvi 2014
1.9 Stanek and Janicki 2011
2.2 Stanek and  Janicki 2011
5.5 Karjalainen et al. 1997
Average 5.8 Average 28.4

16

If processing side flows are not composted, peat is assumed to be used in landfilling. The greenhouse17
gas emissions from peat production are approximately 102 gCO2eq t-1 peat (Myllymaa, 2008). If side18
flows are not directed to the biogas process, natural gas has to be used in energy production and N19
and P fertilizers have to be produced from mineral and fossil sources. Energy production from natural20
gas has been modeled using the GaBi professional database for Finnish natural gas based thermal21
energy production. According to Uusitalo et al. (2014A) the global warming potential (GWP) of biogas22
production from waste flows using mesophilic anaerobic digestion is assumed to be 20 gCO2eq MJ-1.23
Biogas production potential from roach processing side flows are calculated using the following values24
provided to fish processing waste: total solids content of fish biomass 27%, volatile solid (VS) content25
of total solids 85% and methane productivity 520 m3 tVS (Rasi et al. 2012). Composting emissions from26
a large scale compost process are 68 (60-76) g CO2eq kg-1 (YTV 2010). It is assumed that a small share27
of nitrogen in compost and digestate reacts to N2O and some carbon reacts to methane causing 0,20328
g CO2eq kg-1 of biomass emissions (IPCC 2006). A basic assumption is that P and N in biogas digestate29
can replace fossil and mineral P and N with 1:1 ratio. Yang and Heijungs (2017) see risks in these types30
of 1:1 perfect substitutions because there may be differences in nutrient plant uptakes. The31
substitution can be partial or total substitution (Riva et al.  2016). According to Møller et al.  (2009)32
Phopshorus substitution is approximately 100% but nitrogen substitution can be in some cases only33
40%.34

35
Land use requirements for roach fishing are at a low level. Roach fish processing equipment can fit to36
a sea container thus occupying 13 m2 land area. An additional 20 m3 has been assumed for supporting37
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processes. It is assumed that 33 000 kg of roach fish could be processed with one processing1
equipment.2

3
2.2. Method for presenting LCA impacts in a PB framework4

The  following  approach  is  developed  to  present  results  from  an  LCA  in  the  PB  framework.  First,5
environmental impacts are assessed using LCA methodology. Then, these impacts are normalized6
using an applicable normalization method. The LCA impacts are not similar than categories in the PB7
framework but we have tried to find the most applicable impact categories to present PB impacts. The8
impacts are defined as positive or negative from the perspective of the PB safe operational zone.9
Whether the impacts are helping in returning to safe operational zone or not. Next, all the normalized10
categories are compared to normalized GWP results. The comparison can also be done to other11
categories but GWP is recommended because it is widely used in sustainability assessments. This12
selection does not have impacts on conclusions. The comparison to GWP is done using the equation13
(1):14

15
= (1)16

17
, where C is relative normalized impact to be presented in the PB framework18

NI is a normalized impact19
n is a category in the PB framework such as GWP, EP or LU20

21
Finally, the relative normalized results are placed into the PB framework. Figure 3 presents the entire22
approach.23

24

Figure 3: Method to present LCA impact assessment results in PB framework.25

This paper assesses three environmental impact categories (climate change, biochemical flows and26
land system change) using LCA. However, it would be possible to do a similar assessment also for other27
categories. The results are normalized by using CML 2013 World and ILCD/PEF Pilot normalizations in28
comparison.29

30
31

3. Results and discussions32
33

3.1 Life cycle environmental impacts34

Figure 4 presents the GWP impacts of roach fish production using a system expansion method. The35
figure 4 also presents GWP impact variation based on variation in initial data. The side flow use in36
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biogas production leads to significantly lower GWP than composting at a system level. Especially1
biogas use in energy production instead of fossil natural gas and digestate use to replace fossil2
nitrogen have significant impacts. GWP reduction by fossil energy and fertilizer production with side3
flows via biogas production are almost at the same level as the GWP from roach production. The figure4
4 presents GWP based on ILCD impact factors and difference to CML based results were marginal.5

6

7

Figure 4. Global warming potential comparison of side flow utilization with composting and biogas8
scenarios using a system expansion method. Minimum and maximum values are calculated using9
variation in initial data presented in materials and methods section.10

11

Fishing, and especially fossil diesel consumption, is the most important process step from the GWP12
perspective. This confirms the results of previous fish related studies by Thrane (2006), Ziegler et al.13
(2016), Freon et al.  (2014), and Laso et al.  (2018). In this paper, seining with relatively low energy14
consumption was chosen as the fishing method. The impacts of fishing could increase if other fishing15
methods were applied, as has previously been presented by Schau (2009) and Magerholm (2010).16
Other categories have a relatively small impact on the total GWP. It seems that the easiest way to17
reduce the GWP of the roach production process could be to use renewable diesel in fishing boats,18
but this however depends on renewable diesel feedstock selection and possible land use change19
impacts. By using waste and sideflow feedstock most of the direct land use impacts can be avoided20
and high greenhouse gas emission reductions are likely. (Uusitalo, et al.  2014B) There may also be21
other sustainability impacts from biofuel utilization. The construction of equipment was not included22
in this research, but it can be assumed to have a relatively small impact on the results. According to23
Freon et al. (2014), equipment construction corresponds to 6 % of fish-related global warming24
impacts. With the assumption that digestate nitrogen substitutes fossil N-fertilizer with 40% ratio25
would lead to 34 gCO2eq kg-1 lower emissions in the scenario 1.26

27

The GWP of roach meat production can be further modified to present the GWP for roach protein.28
The protein mass fraction in the roach meat is approximately 17-20%. Nijdam et al. (2012) have29
collected data on protein GWPs from various literature sources. Figure 5 compares the results of this30
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research to data collected in other studies. The GWP of roach protein varies from 2.9 to 5.2 kgCO2eq1
kg-1.2

3

Table 2. Comparison of global warming potentials of roach fish protein to other protein sources. The4
table present the variation between the minimum and maximum values presented in literature.5
(Nijdam et al., 2012; Clune, S. et al., 2017; Laso, J. et al., 2018; Winther et al., 2009; Vazquez-Rowe, I.,6
2017)7

Protein source GWP kgCO2eq kgprotein
-1

Beef 45-643
Pork 20-55
Poultry 10-30
Eggs 15-42
Sheep 51-750
Milk 28-43
Cheese 28-68
Seafood from fisheries 4-540
Seafood from aquaculture 4-75
Wild fish 5-70
Meat substitutes containing egg- or milk protein 17-34
Meat substitution 100& vegetal 6-17
Pulses, dry 4-10
Roach 2-5

8
Table 2 shows that the use of roach fish protein is better in terms of the GWP than any of the compared9
protein sources. This can be explained primarily by the fact that fish growing does not have any10
impacts, as it is regarded as a natural process. Also previous wild fish GWP studies have shown low11
GWPs, as Table 2 shows. For other protein sources, the cultivation and growing processes typically12
have the highest impacts on GHG emissions. Therefore, roach provides an option to produce food13
protein with minimal GWP. Comparison of results from different LCA studies are however not always14
straightforward, because different methodological selections such as system boundary setting may15
have been applied.16

Figure 5 presents eutrophication potential (EP) using three different approaches. Phosphorous17
removal with roach fish is 5.8 (1.9-10.3) g kg-1 while nitrogen removal is 28.4 (26.4-30.4) g kg-1. There18
is no significant difference in the results based on chosen impact assessment method. System19
expansion approach show that side flow utilization option does not have a significant impact on the20
results because N and P are returned to environment via compost or digestate. Other life cycle steps21
have also minimal impacts on EP.22

23

24
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1

Figure 5. Eutrophication potential comparison of side flow utilization with composting and biogas2
scenarios using a system expansion method.3

CML 2013 World normalization results to 1.51E-14 (minimum 1.17E-14 and maximum 1.85E-14) in4
GWP and -1.8E-13 (minimum 1.07E-13 and maximum 2.80E-13) in EP. ILCD/PEF Pilot normalization in5
person equivalents leads to 6,91E-5 in GWP, -0.00392 in EP fresh water and -0.00149 in EP marine.6
These normalized results are displayed in the PB framework for 1 kg roach meat.7

8
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1
2

Figure 6. Normalized environmental impacts from LCA of roach fish production and use as food are3
presented in the PB framework. The impacts have been normalized using CML 2013 World data and4
ILCD/PEF person equivalents. Minimum and maximum values have also been calculated for CML 20135
World data normalization using minimum and maximum GWP and nutrient removal.6

7
The positive impact on EP is 6-57 times higher than the negative impact on global warming. Roach fish8
processing may have global warming impacts, but the impacts are lower than those of other protein9
sources. Roach fish processing helps in returning to the safe operating zone of biogeochemical flows10
by removing P and N from water systems. Roach fish removal also impacts the biosphere integrity by11
reducing eutrophication, which is one of the reasons behind biodiversity problems; this, however, was12
not studied in detail. Land use required for one kg roach processing is approximately 0.007 m2. There13
is relatively high uncertainty related to this due to lack of exact data. However this is impact is minimal14
compared to GWP and EP categories. It would be possible to present quantitative impacts along with15
the normalized results because some information is always lost when impacts are normalized.16

17

Dong & Hauschild (2017) show that both LCA and PB include indicators in the same categories but18
they do not try to combine these two approaches. Clift et al. (2017) have recognized a need to develop19
a practical tool to help decision making for reaching safe operational zone in PBs. To allocate fair20
shares in safe operational zone is challenge. Our approach does not require allocation of safe21
operational zone because it just shows the direction and relative magnitudes of each impacts. Bjørn22
& Hauschild (2015) and Bjørn et al. (2015) presents a need for link between LCA and ecosystem23
carrying capacities. To recognize carrying capacities for different ecosystems and different impacts is24
however challenging. Therefore the approach presented is this paper is much more easier to carry out25
because comparison is not done to carrying capacities.26
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1
All food systems have various environmental impacts. Some may be positive but others are negative.2
For example meat production with natural grazing may have positive biodiversity impacts in certain3
regions. Using the approach presented in this paper could help to recognize different impacts related4
to food processes. However, this approach should be developed and standardized for comparative5
research.6

7

8
9

3.2 Business opportunities10
11

Roach fish meat utilization has several environmental benefits and can thus be seen as a sustainable12
food innovation. For now, it is still a niche business, but more extensive utilization of roach can13
significantly contribute to sustainability. In fact, new technologies often require protected niches to14
shield them from mainstream selection pressure until they are strong enough to compete with15
mainstream solutions (Geels and Schot, 2010). The new innovation is able to develop, scale up, and16
eventually destabilize the status quo within niches (Huijben et al., 2016).17

18
Because of the sustainability benefits, roach fish meat products may potentially attract green19
consumers. Consumers who are motivated by green values and ethics are typically referred to as green20
consumers. Green consumers mainly base their decisions on ecological values and are willing to pay21
extra  if  the  product  or  service  meets  their  idea  of  an  ethical  product  or  service  (Van  Doorn  and22
Vernhoef, 2015; Whitson et al., 2014). For example, Hughner (2007) has examined how a significant23
number of consumers (67%) express a positive attitude towards purchasing organic food products. In24
addition, Defra (2006) has concluded that 30% of consumers in the UK have concerns related25
environmental issues. However, positive attitudes towards sustainability and green products and26
environmental concerns translate rarely into actions since the market share of green products remains27
around 1-3% of the entire market (Bray, Johns and Killburn, 2011). Although the actual purchasing of28
environmentally conscious products is still limited, consumers have the potential to prevent or29
decrease environmental damage by purchasing green products (Joshi and Rahman, 2015). Hence,30
green consumers should not be neglected since they are capable of altering the status quo in the food31
market.32

33
Even though roach fish products might at first attract only the green consumer segment, roach fish34
has the potential to gain consumers from other consumer segments, which consequently can open35
the pathway to altering the status quo and eventually gaining strong sustainability. In addition to36
sustainability benefits, roach fish products are also relatively cost-efficient. The end products from37
roach fish meat can be significantly more affordable compared to other fish meats, i.e. salmon or pike-38
perch. Consequently, roach fish meat products can create customer value by price competition among39
customers who are not labeled as green consumers.40

41
An additional economic tool to increase roach fishing could be voluntary nutrient trade. For example,42
grain producers could eliminate their nutrient run-off by buying nutrient removal certificates from43
fisheries. Additional business based on income from nutrient removal could also boost the roach food44
business. This type of approach has been tested in the Baltic Sea Region in the NutriTrade project45
(NutriTrade).46

47
Commercial marine fishing in Finland in 2014 led to a roach fish catch of 800 tons, and commercial48
inland fishing in 2015 to one of 500 tons (LUKE, 2015). This would remove approximately 7.5 tons of49
P and 37.0 tons of N. To reduce P amounts in water systems, approximately 50 – 200 kg ha-1 could be50
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harvested from Finnish lakes (Sarvilinna, 2010). Svensson (2014) has calculated the roach fish removal1
potential in five Swedish lakes and showed that the fish removal potential varied from 21 tons to 782
tons, which would in total result in 1.1-1.5 tons of P and 4.4-5.9 tons of N removal.3

4

5

4. Conclusion6
7

The use of roach fish as food from eutrophic water systems helps to reduce eutrophication directly8
and possibly biodiversity loss indirectly. However, roach use leads to global warming impacts but these9
impacts are at a low level especially compared to other possible protein sources presented in the10
literature. Normalized results from a LCA environmental impact assessment for GWP and11
eutrophication can be presented in a planetary boundary framework. This may help to determine the12
magnitude and direction of different environmental impacts and help in decision making situations.13
This kind of simple tool can be applicable also for business operators who need to understand impacts14
of their business. The magnitude of the positive impact on eutrophication from roach use are at a15
higher level than negative impacts on global warmings. The method to combine LCA results and PB16
framework should be further developed and tested also for other environmental impacts.17

Similar processes are likely taking place in other regions where agriculture is intense and nutrients are18
utilized extensively. Some species are growing in the changing ecosystem due to eutrophication. There19
may be utilization opportunities similar to roach fish in Finland.20
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